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Organic spintronics is an emerging and potential platform for future electronics and display due to the
intriguing properties of organic semiconductors (OSCs). For the past decade, studies have focused on
three types of organic spintronic phenomena: (i) magnetic ﬁeld effect (MFE) in organic light emitting
diodes (OLEDs), where spin mixing between singlet and triplet polaron pairs (PP) can be inﬂuenced by an
external magnetic ﬁeld leading to organic magnetoresistive effect (OMAR); (ii) magnetoresistance (MR)
in organic spin valves (OSVs), where spin injection, transport, manipulation, and detection have been
demonstrated; and (iii) magnetoelectroluminescence (MEL) bipolar OSVs or spin-OLEDs, where spin
polarized electrons and holes are simultaneously injected into the OSC layer, leading to the dependence
of electroluminescence intensity on relative magnetization of the electrodes. In this ﬁrst of two review
papers, we present major experimental results on OMAR studies and current understanding of OMAR
using several spin dependent processes in organic semiconductors. During the discussion, we highlight
some of the outstanding challenges in this promising research ﬁeld. Finally, we provide an outlook on the
future of organic spintronics.
© 2016 The Authors. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Vietnam National University, Hanoi.
This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).1. Introduction
Spin electronics or spintronics has attracted considerable
research and technological attention for over three decades [1,2]. It
has already revolutionized magnetic hard-disk technology and will
continue to play a central role in the development of new infor-
mation technology. The concept of electron spin was originally
introduced by Wolfgang Pauli in 1924 after the crucial experi-
mental discovery of the quantization of the intrinsic angular mo-
mentum, or spin, of silver atoms byWalther Gerlach and Otto Stern
in 1922 [3,4]. Similar properties were later found in various atomic
nuclei [5]. However, the potential of using the electron's spin de-
gree of freedom in electronic devices was not realized until in 1975
by Julliere through the discovery of the tunneling magnetoresis-
tance (TMR) in the ferromagnet (FM)/insulator/superconductor
magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) [1,6e8]. It was only a couple of
years after Tedrow et al. showed spin polarization in the ferro-
magnetic/insulator tunnel barrier [7,8]. In the late eighties, Fert [9]
and Grünberg [10] independently showed the diffusion of spinonal University, Hanoi.
y Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Vietnampolarized carriers through a non-magnetic (NM) metal layer in
contact with FM layers for an in-plane current and called this effect
the giant magnetoresistance (GMR), the discovery for which they
were awarded a Nobel Prize in 2007. The explanation of GMR in the
FM/NM/FM layered structure was based upon spin dependent
scattering. This discovery revolutionized modern information
storage and paved a way for future spin-logic devices. After these
innovative discoveries, research in this ﬁeld accelerated impres-
sively and advanced to a range of different materials and a number
of techniques to verify the successful injection and transport of the
spin polarized carriers [1,2,11,12]. The effect has been observed in a
variety of material combinations such as FM ﬁlms, FM/anti-FM
coupled layers, or FM semiconductors as the injection/detection
electrodes and metal layer, superconductors, inorganic semi-
conductors, organic semiconductors (OSCs), and insulators
including ferroelectric and topological insulators as the spacers
[1,2,13e19]. The GMR effect was extensively studied using non-
magnetic metallic interlayers and potential applications such as
electric switching, magnetic recording, and sensors were suggested
and employed [1,2,17]. However, all-metallic spintronic devices
imposed restrictions on applications as they are characterized by
short spin relaxation times (~picosecond) and are not suitable for
coherent spinmanipulation [1,2,20]. To overcome these limitations,
the spintronics community moved its attention towards hybridNational University, Hanoi. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
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and continued advancing to a range of semiconducting materials
[2,15,21e23].
Organic semiconductors have appeared as one of the newest
spacers for spintronic devices; having been employed for just about
a decade. However, the OSC-based research on other electronic
devices such as organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) [24e26],
organic solar cells [27,28], and organic ﬁeld effect transistors [29,30]
has been of central interest for over three decades. In fact, OLEDs
have already revolutionized the modern display industry, and spin-
dependent devices such as organic spin valves (OSVs), OLED-based
magnetic sensors, and spin-OLEDs are under intensive study to
achieve their new avenues [31e33]. This increasing interest in
organic electronics is due to several distinctions over their inorganic
counterparts [20e22,34,35] including its rich physics, ﬂexible
chemistry, cost efﬁciency, and potential applications in new gen-
erations of electronic devices. Electronically, the band theory ex-
plains the electronic transport in inorganic semiconductors, while
charge transport in OSCs is muchmore complicated. This is because
organic molecules are electrically conductive as a result of the
delocalization of p-electrons caused by conjugation over all or part
of the molecule. When being doped by a proper dopant, these
materials have conductivity levels ranging from insulators to con-
ductors [36]. Since the intermolecular (van der Waals) forces in
organic materials are much weaker than the covalent and ionic
bonds of inorganic crystals, organic materials are less rigid than
inorganic substances. A moving charge carrier in OSCs is, therefore,
able to locally distort its host material. Since strong electron-
phonon coupling occurs in organic materials, the electron can be
treated as a quasi-particle, namely a polaron. Since the OSC is highly
disordered, polaron transport is governed by a process called hop-
ping with very low mobility [37]. This might be a favorable condi-
tion for a large polaron pair recombination rate without the need of
using a p-n semiconducting junction structure [24e26]. Spin-
tronically, the inorganic semiconductors contain heavy atoms giv-
ing rise to a large spin-orbit coupling (SOC), which is a response of
the electron spin degree of freedom to its orbital environment. The
strength of the SOC in solids depends upon the nature of the orbital
wavefunctions of electrons and the material's structure [38]. In the
case of the hydrogen-like electron wavefunction, the SOC is pro-
portional to the fourth order of the atomic number. If the probability
of ﬁnding an electron around the nuclei is taken into account, the
effective strength is estimated to vary with the second order of the
atomic number [39]. Therefore, the OSCs (usually small molecules
or p-conjugated polymers, see Fig. 1) possess a weaker SOC as they
are composed of light molecular weight materials such as carbon
and hydrogen. The transport from p-orbital electrons also further
suppresses the SOC and the hyperﬁne interaction (HFI), which is the
interaction between the spins of an electron and its adjacent nuclei,
in these materials [20,40]. Therefore, a net of the spin scattering
sources in the OSCs is very weak so that their spin relaxation time
(in the ms range) is several orders of magnitude larger than in in-
organics (in the ns range) [2]. This makes the OSCs promising
candidates for coherent spin manipulation logic devices, such as
spin transistors [41]. The ﬁrst organic spintronic sandwiched de-
vice, LSMO(La2/3Sr1/3MnO3)/T6/LSMO in a lateral structure was
designed and tested by Dediu et al. in 2002 [21]. They observed a
large change in resistance of the structure at room temperature due
to an appliedmagnetic ﬁeld that suggested an injection of spins into
T6 (see Fig. 1 for its structure) OSCs. In 2004, Xiong et al. [22]
demonstrated the ﬁrst spin valve effect in vertical organic spin-
valve (OSV) devices by sandwiching Alq3 (see Fig. 1 for its struc-
ture) in between LSMO and thin cobalt (Co) layers. Following these
novel works, much effort has been made in proving [42e44] and
disproving [45e47] the possibility of spin injection in OSCs,optimizing their injection and detection efﬁciency, and under-
standing the spin transport properties in the hybrid devices of
metallic FM electrodes and OSC interlayers [20,34,35,42,48e51]. In
addition to the spin valve effect, a different type of MR effect in the
OLED devices, the so-called organicmagnetoresistance (OMAR), has
also been observed in a range of OSCs [52e61]. In contrast to MR in
OSVs, which is thought to give the largest MR response when
electron spin-related interactions in the organic interlayer are
minimized, OMAR in OLEDs is an intrinsic property found in most
OSC materials and it relies on the existence of HFI and/or SOC ﬁelds
and their randomization [53,55,62e67]. These interactions induce
electron spin ﬂips, leading to the interconversion between singlet
and triplet polaron pairs (either excitons or bipolarons), which have
a direct effect on the electroluminescence (EL) and conductivity of
the device. Recent experiment on OLEDs made by an OSC blend
predicts that the difference in g-value of positive and negative po-
larons located in the donor and acceptor, respectively, might cause
spin mixing between singlet and triplet states [68,69]. OMAR in
OLEDsmay be considered as an example of amuch broader research
ﬁeld that deals with magnetic-ﬁeld-effects (MFE) in Physics [70],
Chemistry and Biology [71,72]. Recently, there has been interest in
the bipolar OSV or spin-OLED structure, where spin polarized
electrons and holes are injected from the FM cathode and FM anode,
respectively. The EL of the device depends on the relative magne-
tization of the electrodes. In ideal conditions, the device can reach
50% EL internal quantum efﬁciency (IQE) for parallel magnetization
states and 0% EL IQE for the anti-parallel magnetization states.
Excellent reviews on the different aspects of organic spintronic
devices can be found in the literature [20,32,35,40,50,52,73e78].
In this ﬁrst of two review papers, we overview the progress of
OMAR study in OLEDs over a decade long period with an outlook in
this promising ﬁeld. In particular, we give the basic operating
principle of organic light emitting diodes, the experimental ad-
vances over the period, and the major models well established in
this ﬁeld. Finally, we summarize the report give an outlook for the
advancement of the research in this promising ﬁeld.
2. Organic light emitting diodes
A typical OLED is composed of an OSC layer situated between
two non-magnetic electrodes, the anode (cathode) made by high
(low) work-function materials, all deposited onto a glass substrate
(Fig. 2a). Fig. 2b shows work functions of common metals and the
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoc-
cupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energy levels of polyﬂuorene
(PFO) (see Fig. 1 for its structure). During operation, a voltage is
applied across the device. A current of negative/positive polaron
(P-/Pþ) ﬂows through the device, as electrons (holes) are injected
into the LUMO (HOMO) of the organic layer at the cathode (anode).
Since organic materials normally possess a small electrical
permittivity, the strong electrostatic forces between the P and Pþ
bring them together. These materials ﬁrst form a polaron pair (PP)
exciton; a loosely bound state of the P and Pþ with negligible
exchange interaction at a distance of several nanometers. Because
polarons are fermions with spin ½, either in up-spin ([) or down
spin (Y) state, a PP may be in a singlet state PPS ð[Y Y[Þ or a
triplet state PPT of either [[ , YY, or ð[Yþ Y[Þ, depending on how
the spins of Pþ (the ﬁrst arrow) and P- (the second arrow) have been
combined. Statistically, three triplet PP will be formed for each
singlet PP. The free carriers and PP excitations are in dynamic
equilibrium in the device active layer, which is determined by the
balance between positive and negative polaron densities, the pro-
cesses of PP formation/dissociation and recombination via intra-
chain excitons. The steady state PP density depends on the PPS and
PPT, the “effective rate constant”, k, which is the sum of the
Fig. 1. Chemical structure of some organic semiconductors including small molecules and p-conjugated polymers: tris(8-hydroxyquinolinato)aluminium (Alq3), Fullerene,
sexithienyl (T6), poly [2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene](MEH-PPV), regioregular Poly (3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (RRP3HT), poly (9,9-dioctylﬂuorenyl-2,7-
diyl (PFO), protonated poly (dioctyloxy)phenylenevinylene (H-DOOPPV), deuterated poly (dioctyloxy)phenylenevinylene (D-DOOPPV).
Fig. 2. (a) Device layout of a typical OLED. (b) Work functions of common metals used in making electrodes and typical HOMO, LUMO energies of an organic semiconductor,
polyﬂuorene (PFO). The left materials are typically used as hole injection electrodes, while the right ones are usually used as electron injection electrodes. (c) Working principle of
OLED: four important processes are shown: (1) charge injection; (2) charge transport; (3) recombination of positive and negative polarons to form loosely bound PP; and (4) exciton
formation and emission.
R. Geng et al. / Journal of Science: Advanced Materials and Devices 1 (2016) 128e140130formation, the dissociation and recombination rate constants, as
well as the triplet-singlet mixing via the intersystem crossing (ISC)
interaction. If the effective rates kS for PPS and kT for PPT are not
identical to each other, any disturbance of the singlet-triplet mixing
rate, such as by tripletetriplet annihilation, triplet-polaron inter-
action, hyperﬁne interaction from adjacent hydrogens [72], spin
orbit ﬁeld [79] from incorporated heavy metals, or an applied
magnetic field, B, would perturb the dynamical steady state equi-
librium that results in a change of emission efﬁciency and polaron
density. In principle, there are three distinct mechanisms for the
emission efﬁciency: (i) direct ﬂuorescence from the singlet excitonthat limits the IQE to about 25% depending on the singlet radiative
recombination rate and the ISC rate; (ii) phosphorescence from
triplet excitons using incorporated heavy metals that give IQE up to
100%; and (iii) delayed ﬂuorescence that can be from either tri-
pletetriplet annihilation or thermally-assisted up-conversion of
triplet to singlet excitons. The tripletetriplet annihilation gives
weak delayed ﬂuorescence due to a small portion of tripletetriplet
pairs annihilating to excited singlet excitons, while the thermally-
assisted up-conversion would give up to 100% IQE depending on
the energy gap between singlet and triplet excitons relative to the
thermal energy. The ﬁrst two emission mechanisms have been
R. Geng et al. / Journal of Science: Advanced Materials and Devices 1 (2016) 128e140 131explored in the past three decades. Recently, highly efﬁcient OLEDs
with thermally activated delayed ﬂorescence (TADF) have been
reported by Adachi's group [80]. In TADF materials, there is little
overlap between the orbital wavefunctions of localized positive
polarons in the HOMO level of a donor and localized negative po-
larons in the LUMO level of an acceptor whose locations can be
designed in a single molecule (in the case of exciton-based TADF
materials) or different molecules (in the case of exciplex-based
TADF materials). Consequently, the singlet and triplet excitons/
exciplexes have small energy gaps due to a small exchange energy,
J, of typically less than 200 meV [81]. In principle, the smaller the J
value, the larger the TADF intensity. Therefore, thermal energy
plays an important role to increase the up-conversion rate from
triplet to singlet excitons/exciplexes. The internal EL quantum ef-
ﬁciency of such OLEDs can reach 100% without the need of using
incorporated heavymetals [80]. Fig. 2c shows fourmain steps of the
working principle of an OLED.3. Advances in experimental parts of magnetic ﬁeld effect in
OLEDs
In 2003, Kalinowski et al. showed that EL and current density
can be modulated by a few percent in OLEDs made of small mol-
ecules, such as Alq3, by application of a small magnetic ﬁeld of
about 100 mT [62,82]. Later, Wohlgenannt et al., demonstrated a
very large magnetoresistance of up to 30% at the same character-
istic magnetic ﬁeld in PFO-based OLEDs [83]. The effect was
dubbed OMAR. In this section, the term MFE or OMAR will be
used interchangeably for both magnetoconductance (MC) and
magneto electroluminesscence (MEL). It is worth noting that the
magnetic ﬁeld effect on photocurrent of several percent in poly
(phenylene vinylenes) and its derivatives, an analogous effect with
OMAR, was observed by Frankevich et al., in 1992 [84]. In such
devices, the electron density and the hole density are assumed to be
the same. The MC and MEL responses are deﬁned, respectively, via
MCðBÞ ¼ DIðBÞ=Ið0Þ ¼ IðBÞ  IðB ¼ 0Þ
IðB ¼ 0Þ and
MEL ¼ DELðBÞ=ELð0Þ ¼ ELðBÞ  ELðB ¼ 0Þ
ELðB ¼ 0Þ ;
(1)
where DI and DEL are the ﬁeld induced changes in the current and
EL intensity, respectively. Fig. 3 shows the large MEL and MCFig. 3. Magneto-conductance (DI/I) and magneto-electroluminescence (DEL/EL) in an
OLED device made of ITO (30 nm)/PEDOT (~100 nm)/Alq3 (~100 nm)/Ca (~30 nm)/Al
(30 nm) with two different bias voltages at room temperature. Reproduced with
permission [85].(essentially an inverse of OMAR) magnitudes of an Alq3-based
OLED [85]. The MEL (MC) response may reach up to 60% (30%) at B
~100 mT. It is surprising that a small magnetic ﬁeld, with Zeeman
splitting on the order of ~meV, can signiﬁcantly alter the EL and
conductivity of the device at room temperature where thermal
energy, ~26 meV, is dominate. Therefore, MFE must be caused by
effects on spins in a thermal nonequilibrium situation. Recently,
there has been interest in studying the magnetic ﬁeld effect in
TADF-based OLEDs [69,86]. The MEL and MC of about 4000% and
1000%, respectively, have been achieved in such OLEDs in a certain
device operation [69]. This makes MFE in OLEDs very attractive for
various applications.
Now, we brieﬂy summarize the main experimental results of
MFE in the following sections:
(i) Since OMAR in the conventional OLEDs is generally insensi-
tive to OSC thickness, OMAR is an effect associated with the
bulk resistance of the layer, rather than the OSC/electrode
interfacial resistance [54]. However, a recent study of OMAR
on TADF-based OLEDs shows an order of magnitude incre-
ment in OMAR magnitude when the thickness increases
from 50 nm to about 180 nm [69].
(ii) OMAR is essentially independent of the magnetic ﬁeld di-
rection and is insensitive to the ambient temperature [54].
We note that recentlyWagemans et al. [49] found that OMAR
in OLEDs has a tiny variation when magnetic ﬁeld B changes
from perpendicular direction to parallel direction to the de-
vice current. This tiny change and its mechanism will not be
discussed in this review.
(iii) OMAR can be of positive or negative sign, depending on ma-
terial and/or operating conditions of the devices [54,59,83,87].
Fig. 4 shows the magnetoresistance reversal of OLEDs made
with RRP3HT and T6 (see Fig. 1 for their chemical structures),
where the sign of the magnetoresistance is dependent on
temperature (Fig. 4a) and applied voltage (Fig. 4b).
(iv) The magnitude OMAR can be an order of magnitude larger
when trap states are introduced in the materials by either
electrical conditioning or by X-ray illumination (Fig. 5a)
[88,89]. The signature of the presence of trap states is the
strong reduction in device conductivity and electrolumi-
nescence intensity. In this case, the polarons are more
localized, leading to the longer excited state lifetimes that
would allow more time for spin mixing between singlet and
triplet states. Interestingly, in the TADF materials, where the
positive and negative polarons are strongly localized in the
donor and acceptor units, respectively, a much larger MEL
andMC of about 100% has been observed (Fig. 5b) [86].When
the device is electrically conditioned, the stronger polaron
localization signiﬁcantly enhances OMAR up to a few thou-
sand percent (Fig. 5c) [69]. We note that in most cases, a
larger OMAR magnitude is always accompanied by a larger
OMAR half width at half maximum (HWHM).
(v) OMAR generally obeys the empirical laws DI(B)/I z B2/
(B2 þ B02) (Lorentzian shape) or DI(B)/Iz B2/(jBj þ B0)2 (non-
Lorentzian shape) depending on the material and applied
voltages [54], where B0 of about 5 mT scales with HFI/SOC
strength (Fig. 6) [48,63,65]. In many other cases, such as
described in Fig. 4 the OMAR response cannot be ﬁt by a
single empirical function. This scenario was discussed before
byWang et al. [60] Gillin et al. found that OMAR can be better
ﬁt by the sum of two or three Lorentzian functions (see the
olive line in Fig. 6) [90,91]. This suggests that there may be
more than one OMAR mechanism involved in the effect
depending on OSC materials, device fabrication and oper-
ating condition [60,90].
Fig. 4. Magnetoresistance of (a) RRP3HT-based OLED at different temperatures [54] and (b) a-T6-based OLED at various voltages at room temperature [87]. Reproduced with
permission.
Fig. 5. Organic magnetoresistance (OMAR) under electrical condition. (a) magnetoresistance in MEH-PPV based OLEDs with electrical conditioning [88]. (b) MC and MEL in an
exciplex based OLEDs [86] and (c) MC and MEL after conditioning [69]. Reproduced with permission.
Fig. 6. Normalized OMAR traces ﬁtted by using different empirical laws. The solid
curves are ﬁts using Lorentzian function of forms B2/(jBj þ B0)2 (red lines) [65], B2/
(B2 þ B02) (blue lines) [65], and triple Lorentzian function (olive line) [91]. Reproduced
with permission.
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HWHM of the OMAR scales by the effective HFI strength of
the material, which is inﬂuenced by the HFI strengths of
positive and negative polarons [48]. Fig. 7a shows the MEL
response of two OLED devices based on H- and D-DOOPPVs(see Fig. 1 for the chemical structures) with the same thick-
ness df, measured at the same bias voltage, V; a very similar
MC response was also measured simultaneously (Fig. 7b).
The MEL and MC responses are narrower in the D-DOOPPV
device; in fact, the ﬁeld, B1/2, for the MEL in the H-DOOPPV
device is about twice as large as in the D-DOOPPV device
[48]. Interestingly, B1/2 increases with V (inset of Fig. 7a) [60].
In fact, B1/2 increases almost linearly with the device electric
ﬁeld, E¼ (V-Vbi)/df, where Vbi is the built-in potential in the
device that is related to the onset bias voltage where EL and
MEL are observed [58,92]. It is consistently observed that B1/
2(H)> B1/2(D) for devices with the same value of the electric
ﬁeld, E (inset of Fig. 7a). We note that similar studies have
been done using hydrogenated Alq3 (H-Alq3) and deuterated
Alq3 (D-Alq3) [93,94]. However, it is surprising that MC is
found to be isotope independent while the MEL response in
H-Alq3 is nearly 1.5 times wider [93,94]. The disparity be-
tween the isotope sensitivity of theMC andMEL responses in
Alq3 indicates that the HFI in the MC response is over-
whelmed by another spin mixing mechanism such as the
polaron-triplet scattering, which does not have a direct effect
from HFI [94]. The other possibility is that OSC strength
originated by the Al atom in Alq3 materials might be com-
parable with the HFI strength, which further complicates the
effect. This scenario is supported by the observation of
phosphorescence in Alq3 ﬁlms [95]. It is worth noting that
the MC in fullerene-based OLEDs was not observable due to
Fig. 7. Isotope dependence of (a) magneto-electroluminescence (MEL) and (b) maneto-conductivity (MC) responses in OLEDs based on D- and H-DOOPPVs measured at bias voltage
V ¼ 2.5 V and at room temperature [48]. Inset in (a) shows the ﬁeld, B1/2 for the two polymers, plotted versus the applied bias voltage, V, with linear ﬁts, where V is given in terms of
the internal electric ﬁeld in the polymer layer, E ¼ [V-Vbi]/df. Reproduced with permission.
R. Geng et al. / Journal of Science: Advanced Materials and Devices 1 (2016) 128e140 133the absence of nuclear spins [96]. In addition, Malisa et al.
recently observed a direct coupling between the electrical
current and nuclear spins in OLEDs [97]. This additional ev-
idence clear doubts about the crucial role of HFI in the
observation of large OMAR effect.
(vii) Relativelysmall andnegativeMCwas found inunipolardevices
that usually do not show EL at low applied voltages [58,60,63].
Fig. 8a shows normalized MC of an electron-only device and a
hole-only device made with MEH-PPV (see Fig. 1 for its struc-
ture). Its chemical structure is shown in Fig. 1. The MCmagni-
tude in the unipolar device is relatively smaller than that in the
bipolar device. In addition, the MC of the electron-only device
shows much larger magnitude and B1/2 than in the hole-only
device. The result implies that the HFI strength of electrons is
larger than that of holes in MeH-PPV polymers.
(viii) The magnetic ﬁeld response of OMAR universally shows a
sign reversal (characterized by Bm, where OMAR is mini-
mum) at ultra-small jBj < 1e2 mT probably due to the
interplay of the hyperﬁne and Zeeman interactions on carrier
spins [63]. Fig. 9a and b show that the MEL and MC in OLEDs
have yet another component at low B, dubbed “ultra-small-
ﬁeld MEL/MC” or USMEL/USMC, which has an opposite sign
to that of the positive MEL (MC) at higher magnetic ﬁelds. A
similar low-ﬁeld component was also observed in someFig. 8. Normalized MC(B)/USMC(B) response for (a) jBj< 30 mT, and (b) jBj< 2 mT in
hole- and electron-only unipolar diodes based on MEH-PPV, measured at room tem-
perature and V ¼ 3 V and 20 V, respectively. The USMC(B) responses are somewhat
shifted in (b) for clarity [63]. Reproduced with permission.biochemical reactions [98] and anthracene crystals [99] with
likely the same underlying mechanism as in OLED devices.
The USMEL (USMC) component might also be due to the HFI,
since its width in the large ﬁeld effect (see Fig. 7) is isotope
dependent; and it is observed that the dip in the USMEL
response occurs at Bm ~ 0.7 mT in H-DOOPPV, whereas it is at
Bm ~ 0.2 mT in the D-DOOPPV. The USMFE response is not
limited to bipolar devices. In Fig. 8b we show the magnetic
ﬁeld response, USMC(B), of hole-only and electron-only
MEH-PPV unipolar devices. Similar responses were also
measured for DOOPPV devices [64]. The high-ﬁeld MC in
unipolar devices is negative (Fig. 8a) [60] and thus the USMFE
response here appears as a ‘negative-to-positive’ sign
reversal with amaximum at Bm ~ 0.8 mT for the electron-only
device and Bm ~ 0.1 mT for the hole-only device (Fig. 8b). This
implies that the HFI strength of the electron-polaron is larger
than that of the hole-polaron in MeH-PPV. This is consistent
with smaller aHF for hole-polaron than for electron-polaron
in MEH-PPV shown in Fig. 8a, which is in agreement with
recent measurements using transient spin response [100].
We therefore conclude that Bm increases with the HWHM in
unipolar devices in a similar fashion to bipolar devices [63].
This ﬁnding suggests that one can obtain the effective HFI of
electrons or holes separately in OSC by MFE in unipolar de-
vices rather than by magnetic resonance techniques.
We note that OMAR has been studied in OSCs containing heavy
metals [53,55,101]. Since the SOC in this case is quite large
compared to HFI strength, the OMAR response is normally
quenched and its HWHM is signiﬁcantly broader [53,55,101]. In
addition to intrinsic SOC, recent study shows that the curvature-
enhanced SOC might also play an important role on electron spin
dynamics in organic substances [102]. In the following section, we
only focus our discussion on OMAR mechanisms in conventional
OSCs only where HFI dominates.
4. Advances in modeling of magnetic ﬁeld effect in OLEDs
In general, the current density of the device, j, can be written
using the Drude model of electrical conductivity:
j ¼ enmE ¼ sE; (2)
where e is elementary charge, n is density of negative and positive
polarons, m is carrier mobility, s is the conductivity, and E is the
electric ﬁeld inside the device, which is insensitive to applied
Fig. 9. Room temperature MEL (MC) response of D- and H-DOOPPVs (solid and dash lines, respectively) measured at bias voltage V ¼ 2.5 V, plotted for jBj< 3 mT [48,63].
Reproduced with permission.
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toeconductivity) can be explained by a magnetic ﬁeld dependent
carrier density, n, and/or magnetic ﬁeld dependent mobility, m.
Based on this general argument, various models have been put
forth to explain OMAR in OLED devices [55,57,59,60,63,103]. Four
outstanding models have been proposed to explain OMAR at the
ﬁeld range less than 100 mT:
(i) The bipolaron mechanism, which treats the spin-dependent
formation of doubly occupied sites (bipolarons which are
polaron pairs of the same sign) during the hopping transport
through the organic ﬁlm [57,104,105]. Due to the strong ex-
change interaction between the on-site polarons, a singlet
bipolaron is more energetically favorable to form than a
triplet bipolaron. A magnetic ﬁeld such as from HFI ﬁeld or
applied magnetic ﬁeld can inﬂuence the singlet bipolaron
formation. Consequently, the hopping mobility is altered by
an applied magnetic ﬁeld.
(ii) The loosely-bound PP pair model, where the interconversion
between singlet and triplet density via HFI-based ISC is
affected by an applied magnetic ﬁeld [55,62,63]. The singlet
density increases by the suppression of the triplet density
and vice versa. As a result, it affects device conductivity via e-
h pair dissociation and EL via singlet radiative recombina-
tion. This model supports the assumption that the magnetic
ﬁeld enhances the charge density and thereby enhances the
current density.
(iii) The triplet-exciton polaron quenching model (TPQ), which
relies on the spin-dependent reaction between a triplet
exciton and a polaron (either a free or trapped) [56,59]. The
applied magnetic ﬁeld can affect the triplet exciton density
via the ISC process. Furthermore, it can inﬂuence the spin
mixing between the triplet excitons and polarons, therefore
changing the mobility [103] and density [59] of mobile po-
larons in the device.
(iv) The Dg mechanism relies on the different gyromagnetic
factor between positive polaron (gþ) and negative polaron
(g-). Since the negative and positive polaron spins precess
with different Larmor frequencies, the singlet and triplet
state mixing rate is proportional to (gþg)·B ¼ Dg·B. [60]
The Dg mechanism becomes more effective at high mag-
netic ﬁeld [68]. The model explains OMAR based on the MFE
on the charge density of the device.
In general, the ﬁrst three models are constructed based on the
HFI between the spin (s ¼ ½) of the injected charge carriers and theproton nuclear spins located at the chemical backbone of the active
layer. The last three mechanisms are based on exciton formation,
where negative/positive PP formation is necessary. The general
understanding for all OMAR mechanisms is that the spin mixing
between pairs of either the same sign or opposite signs becomes
less (more) effective as the magnetic ﬁeld increases for the HFI-
based mechanisms (Dg mechanism), thereby inducing OMAR. In
the following sections, the fundamental ideas behind the mecha-
nisms are presented.4.1. Bipolaron model
Bobbert et al. [57] considered the effect of a magnetic ﬁeld on
the hopping probability of a polaron from a localized state at site a
to another nearest localized state at site b, which is already occu-
pied by a like-charge polaron (Fig. 10). In the previous section, we
pointed out that oppositely charged polarons can form excitons and
may eventually recombine to emit light. However, two like-charge
polarons can form a bipolaron; a state where the correlation energy
between the pair and the lattice deformation lowers the formation
energy. The on-site charge exchange interaction requires that the
bipolaron is a spin singlet. The bipolaron formation will be “spin-
blocked” if the two polarons have the same spin component along
the common quantization axis. In addition, these polarons are
exposed to a local hyperﬁne ﬁeld produced by the adjacent nuclear
spins, which can be treated as a randomly oriented classical ﬁeld
Bhf. The total ﬁeld at a site a is then Btotal;a¼ Bþ Bhf;a,where B is the
applied magnetic ﬁeld (Fig. 10). The hopping therefore occurs be-
tween energy eigenstates corresponding to the local net magnetic
ﬁelds randomly oriented at the two sites where the spin precession
frequency is assumed to be larger than the hopping frequency. The
singlet probability is now given by
P ¼ 1
4
 1
Z2
Sa$Sb; (3)
where Sa/b are the classical spin vectors pointing along Btotal;a/b, and
Z is Planck's constant. A straightforward analysis of this formula
shows that for B ¼ 0 the pairs have an average singlet probability
P ¼ 1/4, whereas for large ﬁeld this probability is either equal to
zero or one-half for parallel and antiparallel pairs, respectively.
Note that the notion of parallel and antiparallel pairs has its usual
meaning only for large B; whereas for small B, Bobbert et al. denote
“parallel” as a pair whose spins both point “up” or both “down”
along the local ﬁeld axes.
Fig. 10. Bipolaron model as described in the main text, with the red arrow indicating the spin of a polaron present at b (arbitrarily chosen opposite to the local magnetic ﬁeld) and
the red arrows at site a shows the spin of a possible additional polaron for (a) anti-parallel spin hopping and (b) parallel spin hopping. (c) Hyperﬁne ﬁeld average of the function f(B)
of Eq. (8) for various branching ratios b. The lower three red lines show Lorentzian ﬁts, the upper two blue lines ﬁt to the non-Lorentzian empirical law. The ﬁtting parameters B0 are
shown [57]. Reproduced with permission.
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transport. Bobbert et al. [57] assumed that the low energy site, b,
can permanently hold at least one polaron. A bipolaron can be
formed by the hopping of a polaron to an adjacent site, known as
the “branching” site, with a rate PPra/b (Fig. 10a) or PAPra/b
(Fig. 10b), depending on the orientation of its spin. The model as-
sumes that the electric ﬁeld is large enough such that dissociation
does not occur to a but, at a rate rb/a to other sites, which it
considers to be a part of the “environment”. The model assumes
that polarons enter a with a rate re/a by hopping from sites in the
environment with equal “parallel” and “antiparallel” spins leading
to an inﬂux rate re/ap=2 into both spin channels, where p is a
measure for the average number of polarons in the environment.
The model also considers the possibility that a polaron at a directly
hops back to an empty site in the environment with a rate re/a.
Neglecting a double occupancy of a and single occupancy of a
simultaneously with double occupancy of b, the corresponding rate
equations can be straightforwardly written down:
1
2
re/ap

ra/e þ PPra/b

paP ¼ 0 (4)
1
2
re/ap

ra/e þ PAPra/b

paAP ¼ 0 (5)
PPra/bpaP þ PAPra/bpaAP  rb/apb ¼ 0: (6)
These equations can be solved for the probability pb of double
occupancy of b, i.e. the presence of a bipolaron:
pb ¼
re/a
rb/e
f ðBÞp; (7)
withf ðBÞ ¼ PAPAP þ
1
4b
2 1 ; (8)PPPAP þ b þ b2
where the B dependence has been absorbed in the function f(B) and
b ¼ ra/b=ra/e is the “branching” ratio. In general, the conductivity
of the device is proportional to the probability pb or f(B). Averaging
over the directions of the hyperﬁne ﬁelds, one obtains the results
for < f ðBÞ> plotted in Fig.10c for various values of b. For small b the
line shape is governed by < ðPPPAPÞ> . For large b, a strong
dependence on B develops, which now becomes governed by
<1=ðPPPAPÞ> . These line shapes can be ﬁtted very well with the
empirical law, B2=ðjBj þ B0Þ2 for large b and B2=ðB2 þ B20Þ for small b.
The ﬁtting parameters are shown in Fig. 10c. For intermediate
values of b, the line shapes cannot be ﬁt well by either empirical
formula. In principle, the bipolaron model can explain the line
shape of OMAR response.
Bobbert et al. reinforced this mechanism by employing Monte-
Carlo simulations of nearest neighbor hopping on a 303 cubic grid
of siteswith lattice constant a andperiodic boundaryconditions. The
site energies were drawn randomly from a Gaussian density of state
and a randomly oriented hyperfine field of strength Bhf was attrib-
uted to each site. TheMillerAbrahams formwasused for thehopping
rate r, with r  expðEi  Ef Þ=kT , where Ef and Ei are the initial and
final energies of the configurations before and after hopping. This
term includes an energy, eEa, picked up or lost due to hops with or
against the applied electric field E, with ebeing the electronic charge.
The short range and long range Coulomb repulsions were also taken
into account in the hopping rate. The simulation result shows good
agreement in OMAR sign change, magnitude and line shapes [57].
In principle, the bipolaron model can explain various experi-
mental OMAR responses as described in the previous section. In
this model, the magnetic ﬁeld effect on OLEDs can be considered as
a combination of two independent effects on electrons and holes
R. Geng et al. / Journal of Science: Advanced Materials and Devices 1 (2016) 128e140136[58]. The model generally states that the observation of OMAR is
independent of device emission. However, the model can not
explain the reason why OMAR appears to be large only when the
device has a good emission. In addition, bipolaron density has not
been spectroscopically observed in OLEDs due to the low current
density in the device. Finally, it is not clear how the USMFE could be
explained by this model.
4.2. Polaron pair model
There are several versions of PP models used to explain the time
evolution of singlet and triplet excitons in organic substances of
different conﬁgurations, such as in organic solution/ﬁlms [71] and
in OLEDs [62,63,87,106]. Here, we present the complete model
proposed by Ehrenfreund et al. [106], which is based on the time
evolution of the PP spin sublevels in a magnetic ﬁeld [63,106]. For
bipolar devices, the PP species is the polaron-pair, whereas for
unipolar devices the PP species is a p-dimer (i.e. bi-radical, or
bipolaron [57,60]). It is assumed that the PP excitations are
immobile, hence PP diffusion is ignored, but the overall rate of PP
decay (e.g. through exciton recombination and/or dissociation into
free polarons that contribute to the device current) is taken into
account. The steady state singlet fraction of the PP population
(“singlet yield”, FS) is then calculated from the coherent time
evolution of PP wavefunctions subject to the above interactions.
The calculated MC (MEL) response is then expressed as a weighted
average of the singlet (FS) and triplet (FT) PP yields in an external
magnetic ﬁeld, B. The spin Hamiltonian, H, includes exchange
interaction (EX), HFI and Zeeman terms:H¼HZþ HHFþ Hex; where
HHF ¼
P2
i¼1
PNi
j¼1½Si$fAij$Ij is the HFI term, ~A is the hyperﬁne tensor
describing the HFI between polaron (i) with spin Si (¼½) and Ni
neighboring nuclei, each with spin Ij, having an isotropic aHF con-
stant;HZ¼ g1mBBS1zþ g2mBBS2z is the electronic Zeeman interaction
component; gi is the g-factor of each of the polarons in the PP
species (we chose here g1¼ g2); mB is the Bohrmagneton; Hex¼ JS1$
S2 is the isotropic exchange interaction; and B is along the z-axis. All
parameters in the Hamiltonian H are given in units of magnetic
ﬁeld (mT). An example of the PP spin sublevels using the Hamil-
tonian H for N1¼N2¼1, and I ¼ ½ (overall 16 wavefunctions) is
shown in Fig. 11a. Note the multi-level crossings that occur at B¼ 0.
Other level crossings appear at larger ﬁeld, BLC, but those are be-
tween mostly triplet sublevels that rarely change the singlet-triplet
intermixing rate and related PPS and PPT populations. The same PP
spin sublevels for N1¼N2¼1 and I ¼ 1are shown in Fig. 11b.Fig. 11. (a) Energy levels (E) of the 16 spin sublevels of a polaron-pair where each of
the two polarons couples to a single proton in the H-DOOPPV (nuclear spin, I ¼ ½),
based on the spin Hamiltonian that includes HF (a), exchange (Jex) and Zeeman in-
teractions, as a function of the applied magnetic ﬁeld, B for the case Jex<<a. Both E and
B are given in units of a. (b) Same as in (a) but for the 36 spin sublevels of a polaron-
pair coupled to two 2H nuclei in the D-DOOPPV (I ¼ 1) [48,63]. Reproduced with
permission.The relevant time evolution of the singlet-triplet intermixing
that determines the steady state PPS population is obtained in the
model via the time dependent density matrix, r(t). Solving the spin
Hamiltonian, H, for the energies En and wavefunctions Jn, we ex-
press the time evolution of the singlet population rS(t) as [71,72].
rSðtÞ ¼ Tr
h
rðtÞPS
i
¼ 4
M
XM
m;n¼1
PSmn2 cos umnt; (9)
where PSmn are the matrix elements of the PPS projection operator,
umn¼ (En-Em)/ħ, and M is the number of spin conﬁgurations
included in the PP species (for I ¼ ½ M ¼ 2Nþ2). In the absence of a
spin decay mechanism, Eq. (9) yields for the PPS steady state pop-
ulation (apart from the rapidly oscillating terms): <rS (t¼∞)
> ¼ 4SmjPSmmj2/M þ4SmsnjPSmnj2/M, where the summations are
restricted to degenerate levels for which umn(B) ¼ 0. Here, the ﬁrst
term contributes to MFEM(B) response, whereas the second term
contributes to the MFELC(B) response that modulates <rS (t¼∞)>
primarily at B ¼ 0, where the singlet-triplet degeneracy is relatively
high. The MFEM(B) response is monotonous due to the direct in-
ﬂuence of B, and hence Zeeman effect in between the singlet-triplet
PP spin mixing causing large ﬁeld MFE. The MFELC(B) component is
caused by singlet-triplet level crossing and therefore has an oppo-
site sign with respect to the regular MFEM(B) response, which re-
sults in a strong MFE(B) modulation response at B¼ BLC. The
combination of the monotonous MFEM(B) and MFELC(B) compo-
nents at B~0 explains, in principle, the USMFE response in organic
devices.
When allowing for PP spin decay, rS(t) in Eq. (9) should then be
revised to reﬂect the disappearance of PP with time. Furthermore,
for MFE to occur, the decay rates of the singlet and triplet conﬁg-
uration must be different from one another. Thus, in a decaying
system the population in each of the M levels would decay at a
different rate gn for n ¼ 1,…,M. Under these conditions, Eq. (9) for
the singlet fraction is given by Ref. [71].
rSðtÞ ¼ Tr
h
rðtÞPS
i
¼ 4
M
XM
m;n¼1
PSmn2 cosðumntÞegnmt ; (10)
where gnm ¼ gn þ gm . Eq. (10) expresses that the singlet (or triplet)
time evolution contains both a coherent character through the
cos(unm t) factor and an exponential decay factor. The measured
MFE, that is MC and MEL, may be calculated using Eq. (10). For
instance, if the dissociation yields are kSD and kTD for the singlet and
triplet conﬁgurations, respectively, then the time dependent
dissociated fraction of either the singlet or triplet is kaDraðtÞ
(a ¼ S,T) and thus the dissociation yield is [106].
FaD ¼
Z∞
0
kaDraðtÞdt ¼
4
M
X
n;m
Pan;msm;nð0Þ
kaDgnm
g2nm þ u2nm
: (11)
The total dissociation yield is FD ¼ FSD þ FTD and the MC(B)
response is then given by
MCðBÞ ¼ FDðBÞ  FDð0Þ
FDð0Þ
: (12)
For a slow decay such that k << aHF/ħ, the abrupt MFELC(B) ob-
tained at B¼ 0 in the absence of the spin decay is now spread over a
ﬁeld range of the order of ħk/gmB, after which FS(B) increases again
due to the more dominant MFEM(B) component at large B.
For the MEL response, the ﬁnal expression depends on the
radiative recombination path of the singlet excitons (SE) and the
detailed relaxation route from PP to the SE. As a result, PPT (PPS)
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(TE). Let us denote the effective SE (TE) generation rates, from the
PPa (a ¼ S,T) conﬁguration, as ka,SE (ka,TE). Then, similar to MC, we
can deﬁne the “SE generation yield”, FSE ¼ FS;SE þ FT ;SE where
Fa;SE is given by Eq. (11) in which kaD is replaced by ka,SE. Since the
EL is proportional to the SE density, the MEL response is still given
by Eq. (12), in which FD is replaced by FSE.
Fig. 12 shows the singlet yield and resulting MEL(B) response of
the H-DOOPPV-based OLED. More importantly, the calculated MEL
response captures the experimental USMEL response comprising of
a negative component havingminimum at Bm ~0.5mT that changes
sign to positive MEL with an approximate B2/(B02þB2) shape with
B0z 4.5 mT. The high ﬁeld shape, namely B2/(B02þ B2), is a generic
feature in this model. For small values of the exchange interaction,
B0 is determined primarily by the HFI constant aHF; also the USMEL
response is a strong function of the decay constant, k. The negative
component with Bmin appears only for relatively long decay times
(e.g., ħk/aHF 0.1). For Jex/aHF> 1 the characteristic USMEL response
is no longer distinguishable. More details about the calculation can
be found in the literature [48,63,106].
In general, the PP model is widely used to explain the magnetic
ﬁeld effect in physics [70], chemistry and biology [71,72] and of
course OMAR in OLEDs [55,63,82,87]. The general notion is that
OMAR is large when both electrons and holes (or emission) are
present in the device. We note that the direct observation of ISC in
TADF materials in solid state has been recently achieved [107]. This
further strengthens the model as a strong candidate for explaining
OMAR. Nevertheless, it is not clear how this model can explain the
MFE in unipolar devices where only one type of carriers exists.
Since the impurity of OSCs is normally high, it is generally believed
that the injected carriers can pair with opposite-sign charges from
impurity and therefore the model is still able to explain OMAR in
unipolar devices.4.3. Triplet charge interaction model
Desai et al. [103] and Hu et al. [59] suggested the role played by
triplets on the conducting charges of devices in order to explain
OMAR. Themodel was ﬁrst proposed by Ern andMerriﬁel who used
it to explain the MFE on triplet exciton quenching in organic crys-
tals [108]. An exciton can transfer its energy to the ground state by
interacting with either a free or trapped charge carrier. This inter-
action is more likely to happenwith a triplet exciton because triplet
lifetimes are a few orders of magnitude longer than singletFig. 12. Calculated magnetic ﬁeld response of the singlet yield (a) and magneto-
conductance (b) for a two-proton PP, where g1 ¼ g2 ¼ g ~2, a1 ¼ a2 ¼ a, with a/
gmB ¼ 3.5 mT, J ¼ 0, dTS ¼ 0.96 and ħk/a ¼ 2  103. The resulting MEL response HWHM
is ~4.5 mT, and Bmin ~0.5 mT [48]. Reproduced with permission.lifetimes. Therefore, the triplet density is dominant over the singlet
density and is more likely to collide with charges.
Desai et al. [56] used the model for the organic material Alq3 in
particular. Once turn-on voltage has been reached in an OLED,
triplets are generated and, due to their long lifetime (estimated to
be 25 ms in Alq3), they will diffuse throughout the active layer until
they spontaneously recombine or are quenched at the interfaces.
Since triplets are neutral, the diffusion will be relatively slow and
results in a large concentration of triplets being present in devices.
Hence, their equilibrium concentration would be expected to in-
crease with increasing current density. Based on the work by Ern
and Merriﬁeld [108], the triplets charge interaction with an esti-
mated interaction radius of ~0.2 nm [109] can be written as:
T1 þ D1
2
!  k1 T1…D1
2
!k2 D1
2
þ S*00 (13)
where T1 is the triplet exciton, D1
2
is the spin 1/2 paramagnetic
center,

T1…D1
2

is a pair state, and k1 is the rate of formation or
backscattering from the pair state. The right hand side of the
equation shows that the pair state can also dissociate into a free
carrier and singlet ground state with a rate constant k2, while
releasing energy via phonons. The left-hand side of this equation
describes a scattering event between a free carrier and a triplet,
which will result in a decrease in the carrier mobility. In principle,
k1 depends on the density of polarons and triplet density while k2
depends on the local magnetic ﬁeld, including randomly oriented
hyperﬁne ﬁelds. One can see that as the concentration of triplets
decreases, the probability of scattering events decreases (smaller
k1) and hence the mobility should increase. Based on Desai et al.
[56], since MEL is normally found to be positive, the magnetic ﬁeld
enhances the singlet density while diminishing the triplet density
via ISC. Consequently, the triplet charge interaction becomes less
effective and thereby enhances the mobility of the OLED leading to
positive MFE.
Hu et al. [59] suggested two competing mechanisms in which
MC can be negative or positive: (i) Since the singlet excitons have a
smaller ionic nature than triplet excitons, when EL increases, the
dissociation of singlet excitons into free charges also increases. This
leads to positive MEL and MC. In addition, triplet excitons can
collide and transfer their energy to trapped polarons to increase
free polaron density by detrapping the trapped polarons, leading to
positive MC. (ii) The negative MC comes from the argument that
magnetic ﬁelds can slow down the triplet-charge interaction pro-
cess (smaller k2 in Eq. (13)) leading to smaller free polarons
releasing from this reaction. By controlling the negative to positive
polaron density ratio in OLEDs, Hu et al. effectively changed the
sign of MC inside the devices. We note that recently using micro-
scopic and numerical device simulations, Janssen et al. showed that
this model can reproduce the important features of OMAR [110].
In principle, the model can be used to explain the OMAR sign
change and line shape of OMAR. However, this model predicts that
OMAR should increase with increasing current density or triplet
charge collision. This is, in fact, not the case as OMAR has its largest
value at relative low current density [83]. In addition, Geng et al.
shows that OMAR magnitude decreases when the photo-excited
exciton density increases, contrary with the model prediction
[61,111].4.4. Dg mechanism
The Dg mechanism was ﬁrst proposed by Wang et al. [112] to
explain the MFE in MEH-PPV/fullerene blend OLEDs. The blend is
normally used in organic photovoltaics in which the charge sepa-
ration is one of important factors for the operation of the device.
R. Geng et al. / Journal of Science: Advanced Materials and Devices 1 (2016) 128e140138The magnetic ﬁeld acts on charge transfer states (exciplex) where
an electron localized at the fullerene acceptor has different g factor
(g) than a hole (gþ) localized in MEH-PPV donor. Based on the Dg
mechanism, the singlet and triplet spin mixing rate is proportional
to the difference of the electron and hole Larmor frequency, which
can be described as DgmBB. In principle, spin mixing needs to satisfy
both conservation of spin momentum and energy. The spin can be
conserved by either exchange with nuclear spin (HFI of PP mech-
anism) or local magnetic ﬁeld via Dg mechanism. The energy of the
singlet and triplet states can be modiﬁed by emitting or absorbing
phonons as in the case of TADF. At low magnetic ﬁeld, since the
Zeeman splitting is small, the spin mixing is more effective and can
be governed by both HFI and the Dg mechanisms. At high magnetic
ﬁeld, the Zeeman energy is large and the spin mixing by HFI be-
comes less inﬂuential, while the spin mixing rate caused by the Dg
mechanism increases. Consequently, the dependence of MFE on the
magnetic ﬁeld becomes less effective at high ﬁeld. Fig. 13a shows
that the interconversion between singlet and triplet states is
affected by the Zeeman splitting while Fig. 13b describes the MFE
caused by Dg mechanism. If applied magnetic ﬁeld is large, there
are only spin mixing between singlet, S and triplet, T0 (with zero
projection spin in the quantization axis) is effective. The detailed
calculation when Dg term is included into the PP Hamiltonian can
be found in the literature [68,69]. The model has been considered
as a main mechanism for the giant OMAR effect on TADF-based
OLEDs [69]. However, recent MFE study on transient photo-
luminescence of the same TADF blend shows compelling evidence
that PP mechanism is still a dominant mechanism in such com-
pound [113]. Since the Dg model is the newest one among OMAR
models, more experiments need to be done to verify its accuracy.5. Summary and outlook
We summarized all prominent experimental results of OMAR in
OLEDs and organic unipolar devices. We addressed four different
mechanisms for explaining OMAR effect. There is not yet a
consensus on the leading model for OMAR in organic devices since
none of the existing models can be used to conﬁdently explain all
cases of OMAR response. Therefore, MFE in OLEDs is still an
attractive topic for debate. Nevertheless, it is widely accepted that
random hyperﬁne ﬁelds play a central role in the MFE response,
which exists in all the models except the Dg mechanism. The
multiple components in the OMAR responsemight imply thatmore
than one mechanism occurs simultaneously. Since MFE in OLEDs is
large at room temperature, it has a great potential for magnetic
sensor and lighting applications. The recent discovery of giant
OMAR in TADF-based OLEDs is very promising for the advancement
of such applications in the near future. So far, MFE studies using
TADF materials are very limited. The OMARmechanism behind this
astonishing effect is still unclear due to lack of experimental evi-
dence. For example, it is not clear how the OMAR response occurs
when the exchange energy gradually changes. Finally, all OMAR
studies thus far are done in large area OLEDs of about 1mm2, whereFig. 13. (a) Schematic of Dg mechanism where the spin mixing rate, DgmBB between
singlet and triplet manifold are shown. (b) General behavior of MFE with applied
magnetic ﬁeld.the capacitance of the device is large leading to slow response time
of the device. OMAR studies on nanoscale OLEDs would simplify
the spin dynamics in OLEDs for a better understanding of OMAR. In
addition, owning to a much smaller capacitance, a nanometer
OMAR device might have a fast response time for critical applica-
tions such as fast light sources for ﬁber-optic telecommunications.
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